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Političke sveske 1968
Federalizam--konfederalizam Vojislav Stanovčić 1986
Studying Peoples in the People's Democracies Mihály Sárkány 2005
Under socialism the anthropological sciences developed under
conflicting pressures: on the one hand Soviet influences, Marxist
ideology and institutional changes, on the other the continued influence
of national traditions and of the distinction between Volkskunde and
Volkerkunde. The chapters bring out striking differences between the
countries considered: the German Democratic Republic, Poland,
Czechoslovakia and Hungary. They also draw attention to variation
within countries, and between sub-branches of the discipline. Coverage
extends from the Stalinist years to the end of the socialist era, and the
topics range from folklore studies at home to fieldwork expeditions
abroad.
Studying Peoples in the People's Democracies II Vintilă Mihăilescu 2008
Bulgaria and Serbia during socialism are outlined from many different
points of view in this volume. Beyond local and personal trajectories the
authors illuminate more general and comparative questions. Was there
anything like a "socialist anthropology", common to all three countries?
Did Soviet and/or Marxist influences, in the discipline and in society in
general, penetrate so deeply as to form an unavoidable common

Copyright for Librarians Harvard University. Berkman Center for
Internet & Society 2012 "Re-designed as a textbook, "Copyright for
Librarians: the essential handbook" can be used as a stand-alone
resource or as an adjunct to the online curriculum. With a new index and
a handy Glossary, it is essential reading for librarians and for anyone
learning about or teaching copyright law in the information field."-Publisher's website.
International Handbook on Responsible Innovation René von Schomberg
2019 The Handbook constitutes a global resource for the fast growing
interdisciplinary research and policy communities addressing the
challenge of driving innovation towards socially desirable outcomes. This
book brings together well-known authors from the US, Europe and Asia
who develop conceptual and regional perspectives on responsible
innovation as well as exploring the prospects for further implementation
of responsible innovation in emerging technological practices ranging
from agriculture and medicine, to nanotechnology and robotics. The
emphasis is on the socio-economic and normative dimensions of
innovation including issues of social risk and sustainability.
Kratak kurs umiranja Bogdan Tirnanić 2005
Jugoslovensko bankarstvo 1990
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denominator of anthropological practice? The answers turn out to be
complex and subtle. While unifying ideological forces were very strong in
the 1950s, diversity increased thereafter. Anthropology was entangled
with national ideology in all three countries, but the evidence
nonetheless calls for "polyphonic" interpretations.
The Third Industrial Revolution Jeremy Rifkin 2011-10-04 The
Industrial Revolution, powered by oil and other fossil fuels, is spiraling
into a dangerous endgame. The price of gas and food are climbing,
unemployment remains high, the housing market has tanked, consumer
and government debt is soaring, and the recovery is slowing. Facing the
prospect of a second collapse of the global economy, humanity is
desperate for a sustainable economic game plan to take us into the
future. Here, Jeremy Rifkin explores how Internet technology and
renewable energy are merging to create a powerful "Third Industrial
Revolution." He asks us to imagine hundreds of millions of people
producing their own green energy in their homes, offices, and factories,
and sharing it with each other in an "energy internet," just like we now
create and share information online. Rifkin describes how the five-pillars
of the Third Industrial Revolution will create thousands of businesses,
millions of jobs, and usher in a fundamental reordering of human
relationships, from hierarchical to lateral power, that will impact the way
we conduct commerce, govern society, educate our children, and engage
in civic life. Rifkin's vision is already gaining traction in the international
community. The European Union Parliament has issued a formal
declaration calling for its implementation, and other nations in Asia,
Africa, and the Americas, are quickly preparing their own initiatives for
transitioning into the new economic paradigm. The Third Industrial
Revolution is an insider's account of the next great economic era,
including a look into the personalities and players — heads of state,
global CEOs, social entrepreneurs, and NGOs — who are pioneering its
implementation around the world.
Historija Socijalističke Federativne Republike Jugoslavije Dušan
Bilandžić 1979
Grammatical Change Rachel Hendery 2010 This volume comprises a
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collection of papers on the theme of grammatical change that evolved
out of a workshop sponsored by the Centre for Research on Language
Change (The Australian National University). The papers extend the
boundaries of what has been addressed under the label of 'grammatical
change' by applying theories and models of grammatical change to new
evidence; by illuminating the historical relationships between grammar
and other levels of linguistics; and by extending the range of languages
that have been examined from the perspective of grammatical change.
Languages discussed include Murriny Patha, Walpiri, Gurindji,
Walmajarri, and Kayardild, Lardil, Yukulta, English, Dutch, German,
Afrikaans, French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, Serbo-Croatian,
Bulgarian, Macedonian, Slovenian, Albanian, Greek, Old Church
Slavonic, Tocharian, Mandarin, Cantonese, Quechua, Basque, and Tok
Pisin
Croatian political science review 1986
Književnost i jezik 1978
Jugoslavija u svetskoj privredi na pragu XXI veka Tomislav Popović 1988
Mašinstvo 1873-1973 Vladimir Šolaja 1973
Naše teme 1988
Vreme 1997
Privredni sistem SFRJ Smiljan Jurin 1977
Ich bin Künstler Slavko Matković Slavko Matković 2004
Digitalne medijske tehnologije i društveno-obrazovne promene Dejan
Pralica 2015
Ekonomski anali 2001
SYM 2015 Zbornik radova Olivera Novitović, Damnjan Radosavljević,
Saša Pavlović 2015-12-23 Siimppozijum se organizovao pod
pokroviteljstvom Ministarstva prosvete, nauke i tehnološkog razvoja
Republike Srbije, u saradnji Redakcije vodećeg nacionalnog časopisa
„JAES - Journal of Applied Engineering Science“ i Mašinskog fakulteta u
Beogradu. Ciljevi siimppozijuma su upoznavanje široke stručne javnosti
sa rezultatima rada na lokalnim i međunarodnim projektima čiji konačni
ishod je od značaja kako za pojedince tako i za celokupnu domaću
privredu. Siimppozijum predstavlja rezultate pokrenutih i realizovanih
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projekata u domaćoj privredi, naučnim institucijama i javnim
preduzećima, kao i znanja, metode i tehnike, standarde koji doprinose ili
koji mogu doprineti njihovoj efikasnijoj implementaciji.
Međunarodna politika 1992
Pregled 1990
Analiza razvojnih mogućnosti Jugoslavije od 1971. do 1975.
godine Savezni zavod za privredno planiranje (Yugoslavia) 1970
Revija školstva i posvetna dokumentacija 1969
Ekonomist 2001
Ekonomska politika 2001
6. [i.e. Šesta] sjednica CK SK Bosne i Hercegovine CK SKBiH. 1975
Bibliotekarski terminološki rečnik Ljiljana Kovačević 2004
Međunarodna ekonomija
The Armenian Kingdom in Cilicia During the Crusades Jacob Ghazarian
2018-10-24 This unique study bridges the history of the Crusades with
the history of Armenian nationalism and Christianity. To the Crusaders,
Armenian Christians presented the only reliable allies in Anatolia and
Asia Minor, and were pivotal in the founding of the Crusader
principalities of Edessa, Antioch, Jerusalem and Tripoli. The Anatolian
kingdom of Cilicia was founded by the Roupenian dynasty (mid 10th to
late 11th century), and grew under the collective rule of the Hetumian
dynasty (late 12th to mid 14th century). After confrontations with
Byzantium, the Seljuks and the Mongols, the Second Crusade led to the
crowning of the first Cilician king despite opposition from Byzantium.
Following the Third Crusade, power shifted in Cilicia to the Lusignans of
Cyprus (mid to late 14th century), culminating in the final collapse of the
kingdom at the hands of the Egyptian Mamluks.
Kurs teorije troškova Slobodan Markovski 1967
Aktuelni idejno-politički problemi daljeg demokratskog razvoja u
Jugoslaviji Ljubiša Stankov 1968
Revija školstva i prosvetna dokumentacija 1968
Creative Approaches to Physical Education Jim Lavin 2008-04-21
Creative Approaches to Physical Education provides guidance on how to
develop innovative new approaches to the delivery of each area of the
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National Curriculum for PE at Key Stages 2 and 3. The ideas have all
been successfully developed in schools where every child has been
encouraged to find success and to express themselves in new ways that
surprise and delight teachers. Pupils feel ownership of their learning and
pride in their achievements, fostering interest, creativity and motivation.
Ideal for non-specialist and specialist PE teachers and trainee teachers
alike, this book: explores the PE curriculum in a much wider sense than
traditional approaches allow covers the key areas of physical education
such as games, dance and gymnastics inspires us to look afresh at how
we can exploit the learning potential of the outdoors shows how children
use skills to express themselves creatively gives innovative suggestions
for the use of ICT in PE teaching to encourage independent, personalised
leaning examines how physical education can be linked with other
subjects in a creative way. Childhood obesity is a growing concern and
there are worries that young people have few purposeful leisure
interests. This book offers teachers and all those who work with young
people alternative approaches and activities that allow young people to
express their creative side through physical activity and discover active
healthy interests that will last a lifetime.
Ekonomika Jugoslavije Jakov Sirotković 1967
The Twilight of Cutting Saida Hodzic 2016-11-15 The last three
decades have witnessed a proliferation of nongovernmental
organizations engaging in new campaigns to end the practice of female
genital cutting across Africa. These campaigns have in turn spurred new
institutions, discourses, and political projects, bringing about unexpected
social transformations, both intended and unintended. Consequently,
cutting is waning across the continent. At the same time, these endings
are misrecognized and disavowed by public and scholarly discourses
across the political spectrum. What does it mean to say that while cutting
is ending, the Western discourse surrounding it is on the rise? And what
kind of a feminist anthropology is needed in such a moment? The
Twilight of Cutting examines these and other questions from the vantage
point of Ghanaian feminist and reproductive health NGOs that have
organized campaigns against cutting for over thirty years. The book
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looks at these NGOs not as solutions but as sites of “problematization.”
The purpose of understanding these Ghanaian campaigns, their
transnational and regional encounters, and the forms of governmentality
they produce is not to charge them with providing answers to the
question, how do we end cutting? Instead, it is to account for their work,
their historicity, the life worlds and subjectivities they engender, and the
modes of reflection, imminent critique, and opposition they set in motion.
Humorous Discourse Wladyslaw Chlopicki 2017-10-23 This book
attempts to discuss selected but thorny issues of humor research that
form the major stumbling blocks as well as challenges in humor studies
at large and thus merit insightful discussion. Any discourse is action, so
the text-creation process is always set in a non-verbal context, built of a
social and communicative situation, and against the background of
relevant culture. On the other hand, humor scholars claim that humorous
discourse has its special, essential features that distinguish it from other
discourses. The pragmatic solution to the issue of potential circularity of
humor defined in terms of discourse and discourse in terms of humor
seems only feasible, and thus there is a need to discuss the structure and
mechanisms of humorous texts and humorous performances. The
chapters in the present volume, contributed by leading scholars in the
field of humor studies, address the issues from various theoretical
perspectives, from contextual semantics through General Theory of
Verbal Humor, cognitive linguistics, discourse studies, sociolinguistics, to
Ontological Semantic Theory of Humor, providing an excellent overview
of the field to novices and experts alike.
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The Road to Results Linda G. Morra-Imas 2009 'The Road to Results:
Designing and Conducting Effective Development Evaluations' presents
concepts and procedures for evaluation in a development context. It
provides procedures and examples on how to set up a monitoring and
evaluation system, how to conduct participatory evaluations and do
social mapping, and how to construct a "rigorous" quasi-experimental
design to answer an impact question. The text begins with the context of
development evaluation and how it arrived where it is today. It then
discusses current issues driving development evaluation, such as the
Millennium Development Goals and the move from simple project
evaluations to the broader understandings of complex evaluations. The
topics of implementing 'Results-based Measurement and Evaluation' and
constructing a 'Theory of Change' are emphasized throughout the text.
Next, the authors take the reader down 'the road to results, ' presenting
procedures for evaluating projects, programs, and policies by using a
'Design Matrix' to help map the process. This road includes: determining
the overall approach, formulating questions, selecting designs,
developing data collection instruments, choosing a sampling strategy,
and planning data analysis for qualitative, quantitative, and mixed
method evaluations. The book also includes discussions on conducting
complex evaluations, how to manage evaluations, how to present results,
and ethical behavior--including principles, standards, and guidelines. The
final chapter discusses the future of development evaluation. This
comprehensive text is an essential tool for those involved in development
evaluation.
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